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Excavations at 
Buckland Anglo-Saxon Cemetery
During the summer of 1994 the Canterbury Archaeological Trust conducted extensive 

excavations on the old Shatterlocks allotments site, above Mayfield Avenue at Buckland. 

This work, necessitated by plans to deeply terrace and build over the entire area, revealed 

another large and hitherto unexpected portion of the Anglo-Saxon cemetery already 

well-known from major excavations conducted nearby during the 1950’s. Almost 250 

new graves were recorded, together with evidence for both pre- and post-Saxon 

agricultural terracing of the hillside.

The excavations were carried out by C.A.T. on behalf of the site owners, Orbit 

Housing Association and their main contractors, Denne builders, of Canterbury. In 

accordance with Government guide-lines the excavations were funded solely by Orbit 

as part of their development costs. Upon completion of the excavations the site was 

extensively terraced to allow the construction of much-needed new housing, all 

archaeological remains then being totally destroyed.

It was during the construction of the Hobart Crescent-Napier Road housing estate 

above the railway cutting, in 1951-53, that Anglo-Saxon graves were first discovered 

in this area. Extensive Archaeological excavations here, led by Professor Vera Evison, 

produced some 170 graves dateable to the period c. A.D. 475-750. Research of the 

finds recovered took more than thirty years and saw the publication of a highly detailed 

report in 1987. This report represents a vital contribution to both Kentish and national 

Anglo-Saxon studies.

In 1994 the proposed development of a new housing estate on the old Shatterlocks 

allotments, below the known Anglo-Saxon cemetery site, led to renewed archeological 

interest in the area. Extensive machine stripping of the top-soil across the allotments led 

to the location and excavation of a further 244 graves. In addition, the steep hill-side 

was found to be occupied by a series of cultivation terraces filled with substantial 

deposits of down-washed soil, which produced large quantities of prehistoric waste flint 

chippings and some pottery. The whole site proved to be considerably more extensive 

and complex than was originally suspected and it was only possible to successfully 

complete the project on schedule with the substantial help of local unpaid volunteers.



The British Museum kindly offered some assistance and was able to send an Anglo- 

Saxon specialist, Miss Cathy Haith, to help with the excavations andt, particularly, to 

produce a detailed catalogue of the large numbers of important grave-goods recovered.

During the course of the hectic work programme, it was possible to organise three 

public open-days for the August Bank Holiday weekend and well over 1000 people 

visited the site. O f the V.I.P. visitors, the most important were Professor Evison herself, 

and Dovorian Mr William Latcham, one of the principal excavators during the 1950’s 

investigations.

All the Anglo-Saxon burials located were broadly aligned north-west by south-east, 

following the contour of the hill slope and with the head generally, but not always, set 

at the western end. Some thirteen graves contained evidence for the presence of a double 

burial and one was apparently a triple. The distribution of burials across the site was 

uneven and various discrete groupings could be discerned, perhaps representing 

individual family plots.

Bone preservation was variable and although a number of moderately complete 

skeletons were recovered a substantial group of graves contained very poorly preserved 

human remains. The teeth generally survived quite well, however. It is clear that most 

bodies had been interred fully clothed and equipped for the journey to the ‘after-life’. 

Just over two-thirds of the burials contained grave-goods and a significant number were 

quite richly furnished. The cemetery contained seven male graves with a sword, which 

indicates that these were men of a high social status. Other men were provided with a 

spear and sometimes a shield. In all, the number of weapon graves recorded was fairly

small, totalling just twenty-eight 

burials. O f the sword graves, one 

also contained an iron axe-head 

and another produced a large 

iron ‘bill-hook’.

Rich women were identified 

by the presence of fine brooches 

and beads of coloured glass and 

amber, together with a variety of 

other fittings and personal equip- 

ment. A total of some 

seventy-five brooches were re

covered; these were generally 

gilded and were often set with 

red garnets. The number of 

brooches present in any one grave 

varied from one to five, groups of 

two or three being most com

mon. The majority of the 

brooches were found in the area 

of the neck, chest and lower body,

SOME FINDS FROM THE BUCKLAND CEMETERY 

Two Glass Vessels, two Buckles, a Knife and a Brooch 

from Prof. Evison’s 1987Report



suggesting that they were being used as clothes fasteners. A few were found in positions 

that suggest that they were not being worn but were probably contained within a small 

purse at the waist.

Well over 2,000 beads were recovered. The bulk of these were found in the area of 

the neck and chest and must represent the remains of necklaces. Occasionally, however, 

singles and small groups of beads were found in the area of the waist and upper legs 

indicating that they had been suspended from the belt or contained within a purse at 

the side. The majority of beads recovered were of amber or glass, together with a few 

of Amethyst and white chalk-like material. There were also three gold pendants. Other 

personal equipment recovered included buckles, finger-rings, keys, tweezers, spindle - 

whorls, two rock crystal balls set in bronze slings (purpose unknown but probably 

ritual), a rock crystal pendant, eighteen pottery vessels and thirteen glass vessels.

Other graves were poorly furnished, sometimes containing just a small iron knife and 

a considerable number of people were apparently buried without anything.

There seems no doubt that the Anglo-Saxon graves recorded in 1994 relate to the 

cemetery that was excavated in the 1950’s and it is now clear that a very considerable 

number of graves must have been destroyed during the construction of the Dover-Deal 

railway line cut through Long Hill in 1879-80. The cemetery may have originally 

contained well in excess of 500 graves.

It seems fairly certain that the cemetery represents the traditional burial place of a 

peaceful, well-established local community which included some individuals of fairly 

high status. The bulk of the graves excavated in 1994 date to the period A.,D. 500-600 

and are therefore pagan. It would appear that several Anglo-Saxon villages had been 

established within the Dour valley by perhaps A.D. 500-600 but these are mainly 

represented by their cemeteries on the valley sides. Occupation evidence has been 

recorded in the area of the Painted House within the heart of the old Roman town and 

on the site of the Royal Victoria Hospital, in the High Street. Another, lost, village must 

be represented by the large cemetery at Buckland. The precise location of this village 

is unknown but it was presumably below the cemetery site, adjacent to the Roman road 

and the River Dour in the valley bottom.

The richness and importance of Anglo-Saxon burials now makes the Buckland site 

one of the most important post-Roman cemeteries to be excavated anywhere in Britain. 

The material recovered represents a splendid collection but many hours of careful 

cleaning and restoration work, will be needed to bring the objects up to display 

standard. Once this work has been carried out, over a period of perhaps three or four 

years, the best of the finds can be put on public display. Some finds from the 1950’s 

excavations are already on show in the Dover Museum but the bulk of the collection 

is held at the British Museum. In order that the collection is not split, the finds from 

the present excavations will also be deposited at the British Museum but some of the 

more interesting pieces can be displayed at Dover Museum. A full and detailed report 

on the 1994 excavations will be needed to supplement that produced by Professor 

Evison; work on this will begin as soon as the necessary finances have been organised.
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